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Left: Helping to transform a once derelict water tower in Cheshire into a stylish contemporary home, Corian® brings beauty back to life in pristine and light-reflecting form.

Creativity at Heart

COME HOME TO THE CONFIDENCE THAT CORIAN® INSPIRES...AND TO THE LASTING ENJOYMENT OF A MATERIAL THAT GIVES SHAPE TO YOUR IMAGINATION

Whether your lifestyle calls for minimal, ultra-modern functionality or the charm of classic style, DuPont™ Corian® offers an unequalled solution, bringing creativity to the surface in pure, original and durable form.

In many cases such an exceptional combination of looks and talent might prove to be a little ‘high-maintenance’ but rest assured. Corian® is such a joy to live with that homeowners have been known to take it with them when they move. And considering its reputation for adding value to a property (and peace of mind) it’s no surprise that Corian® is the must-have surface for those desiring the highest standards of performance and design.

For all its star qualities, Corian® can play whatever part is asked of it, either taking a subtle supporting role to partner easily with other materials or becoming the show-stopping feature of a design scheme. Embodying the concept of custom-made adaptability, Corian® can be relied upon to creatively answer your individual requirements.

Applicable in an extensive variety of ways, from chic, easy-care worksurfaces to sleek, low-maintenance bathrooms and from unique furniture designs to atmospheric lighting solutions... above all, DuPont™ Corian® is designed for life.
Splendour in Simplicity
Pure, clean and pared-down, the bright white worktop and integrated sinks of this minimalist design by Boffi offer the perfect canvas for the creativity of the inspired cook.

Aprile kitchen by Boffi; design Piero Lissoni; photo Tommaso Sartori

Counter Intelligence

Whether your tastes are stimulated by the purity of the freshest whites or by a dash of stylish colour, Corian® offers refined yet robust elegance.

The revelation of living with Corian® in your kitchen may surprise you. Other rooms in your home may suddenly seem less popular (unless, of course, they too benefit from its beauty) or you may forsake the latest restaurants in favour of dining in with family and friends...but after all, there is so much to enjoy in the satisfaction of a decision wisely made.

The flawless finish of Corian® is just the beginning of the story. Once you have chosen a design scheme for your surfaces that perfectly suits your style (be that clean lines or flowing curves, an inspiring selection of integrated sink and splashback options, or the extensive choice of decorative details) you will discover an even deeper beauty to the material.

Lustrous and silky to the touch in a way that belies its firm resistance to stains and spills, Corian® comes clean with the simplest of care, while its solid and seamless homogeneity makes it a sensibly hygienic choice. And because accidents can happen, DuPont™ Corian® adds that extra touch of confidence that allows you to live with your worktops worry-free. For should any unlikely damage occur, or should you ultimately choose to reuse the material elsewhere, in most circumstances, Corian® can be completely renewed and restored to its immaculate appearance.

Above: Vibrant and seamless use of colour means this dramatic kitchen truly earns its stripes for daring design.
Bayadere style kitchen, private house, France; project by Jean-Jacques Marvielle; photo Rodolphe Cellier
Flowing with ideas

Sleek, easy-maintenance and subtly beautiful, this cool, modern kitchen by Snaidero makes the most of the unrivalled qualities of DuPont™ Corian® with a seamlessly coved and curved upstand that adds a sense of ‘infinity’ to all the possibilities.

Ola 20 kitchen by Snaidero; design Pininfarina; photo Snaidero
A great team player
DuPont™ Corian® confidently takes centre stage in a design scheme, but doesn’t insist on stealing the limelight. Graciously compatible with a wide range of other materials, from stainless steel to wood, glass, stone, high-gloss and more, it plays its part with high-performance panache.

Top Bimaterico™ worktop by TechLab Italia; photo TechLab Italia

Above and Left: Adaptable to any number of design ideas and details, DuPont™ Corian® will work reliably to ensure that you can enjoy your kitchen just the way that you want it to be. This design by TechLab Italia partners Corian® and stainless steel to striking effect.
Top Bimaterico™ worktop by TechLab Italia; photo TechLab Italia
The freshest concepts

Kitchen designers around the world have been inspired by DuPont™ Corian® to create schemes that offer variety, sophistication and enduring style.

Elektra kitchen by Ernestomeda; design Pietro Arosio; photo Ernestomeda
Finishing school

Whatever your preference for appliances, fittings and details, Corian® is the custom-made solution to neatly incorporating the final touches that work best for you.

Above: Matrix kitchen by Varenna; design Paolo Piva; photo Sabine Schweigert
Right: Kitchen in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®
Far Right: Kitchen by Plan 5; photo Viktor Slota
An enticing cover story
DuPont™ Corian® sinks come in an extensive offering of ready-made shapes, sizes and configurations, but ingenious designers can also customise with ideas that maximise both the malleability of the material and the available space. Flush-fitted covers can hide away sinks in an open plan living design to optimise the working surface and present a smooth, clean finish.

Linea kitchen by Comprex; design Marconato & Zappa; photo Comprex
Honouring the traditions of timeless design

As modern as Corian® can be, it’s also the ideal choice for more classical schemes. However you choose to style your kitchen, the principles of elegant and superbly functional design are timeless...lasting good looks, authentic materials, pleasing shapes, smart practicality and an enticing appeal to the senses.

Kitchen in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®
An intrigue of colour and texture

Trends and tastes may come and go, but respecting personal preference is the key to a happily designed home. DuPont™ Corian® offers an original and carefully selected collection of colours for kitchen worktops, from understated neutrals to deeper, stronger tones. That includes both pure, solid hues and options with subtle textural effects, from a matrix of particles to intriguing veining, allowing you to harmonise with other tones and textures within a scheme.

Kitchen in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®

However complex, contemporary or classical a kitchen design, Corian® plays its part with grace, flexibility and character.

Above: Kitchen in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®
Left: Kitchen in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®
Can you really have the best of both worlds when designing your ideal kitchen? With a careful choice of finishes, colours and furnishing (suited to your tastes and in sympathy with the style of your home) anything is possible. DuPont™ Corian® calmly complements your chosen design and comes in a selection of pure tones that add chic touches of colour, as with the Seagrass surfaces in this Mark Wilkinson kitchen.

Kitchen in private apartment (London, UK) by Mark Wilkinson Furniture; design Alex Beaugeard; photo Nicholas Yarsley
The Colours of DuPont™ Corian® for Kitchen Worktops

DuPont™ Corian® offers an inventive palette of colours for worktops that complement the range of materials used in today’s kitchens. Corian® creates kitchens that are harmonious, beautiful and quite simply, a pleasure to live with.

CRISP WHITES
Light, bright and refreshing, these ‘blank canvas’ colours are eminently applicable and adaptable.

- Designer White
- Glacier White
- Light Ash
- Cameo White
- White Jasmine
- Whitecap
- Antarctica
- Everest

PASTELS & WARMS
Pale, inviting, subtle, these versatile and easy to enjoy hues will lend a soft sophistication to any scheme.

- Bisque
- Bone
- Vanilla
- Private Gray
- Linen
- Savannah
- Abalone
- Clam Shell
- Fossil
- Beige Fieldstone
- Sahara
- Aurora

Very light visible marks under specific lighting conditions after intense and heavy use
Light visible marks under specific lighting conditions after intense and heavy use
Visible marks after intense and heavy use
Colour change of less than or equal to 5ΔE* ab units in 10 years - good choices for exterior applications
Colour change of 5 to 15ΔE* ab units in 10 years - good choices if some colour change is not objectionable
Colour change of greater than 15ΔE* ab units in 10 years - potential choices if greater colour change is acceptable

IMPORTANT: UV RESISTANCE IS NOT RELEVANT FOR INDOOR USE
NATURALS
Deep, confident and earthy, these intriguing tones draw their strength from the natural world and offer elegance to a broad range of styles, from classic to contemporary.

COOLS
Fresh and uplifting, these breezy shades offer graceful design possibilities for kitchens inspired by the cooler side of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naturals Colors</th>
<th>Cools Colors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Beige</td>
<td>Pearl Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinct Tan</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>Ethereal Azure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elegant Gray</td>
<td>Diamond Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raffia</td>
<td>Silver Birch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>Arrowroot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matterhorn</td>
<td>Juniper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagebrush</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burled Beach</td>
<td>Eclipse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonora</td>
<td>Dusk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon</td>
<td>Dove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava Rock</td>
<td>Seagrass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojave</td>
<td>Midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Yellow</td>
<td>Platinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noble Ecru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serpentine Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very light visible marks under specific lighting conditions after intense and heavy use
Light visible marks under specific lighting conditions after intense and heavy use
Visible marks after intense and heavy use
**■** Colour change of less than or equal to 5ΔE* ab units in 10 years - good choices for exterior applications
**●** Colour change of 5 to 15ΔE* ab units in 10 years - good choices if some colour change is not objectionable
**□** Colour change of greater than 15ΔE* ab units in 10 years - potential choices if greater colour change is acceptable

IMPORTANT: UV RESISTANCE IS NOT RELEVANT FOR INDOOR USE
We ask much of our bathrooms these days. No longer the forgotten and forgettable ‘little room’, we now aspire to a stylish and welcoming escape from our busy lives. From spacious walk-in wet rooms to smart capsules of urban sleekness, from country hotel chic to spa-style glamour, we seek all the sophistication inspired by our travels, but without the concerns of gradually fading charm or complicated care.

That’s where DuPont™ Corian® comes in. The blank canvas on which to draw your design for living. Ideal for beautiful bathrooms in so many ways, Corian® can shape itself seamlessly to any scheme, while remaining resolute against the wear and tear so common to watery environments. Warm and tactile, solid and non-porous, its pristine resistance creates a hygienic haven in which to relax and refresh.

Fluidly sinuous one-piece basin and vanity units can be created from Corian® in a way that offers a seamless, silky finish and delightfully easy care.

Left: Dedalo vanity by Planit; design and photo Planit
Above: Block vanity by Milldue; design and photo Milldue
Invigorating ideas

There’s hardly an aspect of contemporary bathroom design that Corian® can’t be applied to. Think of a bath design, a basin and vanity combination, a shower enclosure, even taps and shower heads and the chances are DuPont™ Corian® can not only adapt to the concept but do so beautifully, smoothly and impeccably. But good looks are just the start of the experience. Pleasing to the touch, durable against daily use and refreshingly easy to maintain, Corian® brings sensuality to the bathroom in an exciting variety of forms.

Far Left: Suite by Makro Look Lab. Lab vanity and Look bathtub by Makro; design and photo Makro
Left and Above: Bathroom elements by Moma. Above: Provence vanity by MOMADesign; design Ignazio Di Masi; photo MOMADesign
Left: Doccia Acqua Basic shower by MOMADesign; design Ignazio Di Masi; photo MOMADesign
A new outlook on bathing

The vista for achieving your design vision with DuPont™ Corian® is as inspired as your ambitions, whether your chosen room offers all the expansiveness you could desire, or is as compact as space demands.

Left: Jacuzzi enhances the relaxation on offer with finishing touches in velvet smooth Corian®. Aura Corner bathtub by Jacuzzi; design Carlo Urbini; photo Jacuzzi
Living with carefree elegance

As proud as we are of the cutting-edge design capabilities of Corian®... we also understand that your chosen material must be well-suited to your lifestyle. Family-friendly, hygienic, ergonomically sleek and sympathetic to a wide range of harmonious materials, DuPont™ Corian® can go the distance in meeting your long-term practical needs.

Wave vanity by Planit; design Simone Micheli; photo Planit
Right: Shower tray by Planit.
Moon shower tray by Planit; design Marco Devigili; photo Planit
Far Right: Tevere bathtub by Boffi, design Claudio Silvestrin; photo Sabine Schweigert
Beauty was made to be shared

As much as aesthetic appreciation lies in the eye of the beholder, its value is multiplied when we can enjoy those moments of luxury with others. Cool in its sophistication and calm in its appeal, DuPont™ Corian® is also warm and sensual to the touch, adapting to different moods and ambient temperature with easy-going charm.

Hi-Line bathtub by Hafro; design Franco Bertoli; photo Hafro
Making the most of your space

Whether through angles or curves, built-in compartments or integrated towel rails, DuPont® Corian® can answer the various dilemmas of bathroom design, offering space-saving solutions and tailor-made ingenuity.

Above: The Coiffeuse system by MoMA. Coiffeuse vanity by MOMA Design; design Ignazio De Masi; photo MOMA Design
Right: Vanity unit and bath by Cisal. Interior Design Gallery collection by Cisal; design Giampiero Pesu; photo Cisal
Far Right: Basins by Boffi. PHC washbasins by Boffi; design Piero Lissoni; photo Sabine Schweigert
Integrating your personal style

From the charm of more traditional moods to the modern necessity for ultra-practical materials, Corian® can achieve effortless functionality together with the unique detailing that you desire.

Bathtub in private apartment; photo DuPont™ Corian®
Enlightened possibilities

Available in an exclusive selection of colours and tonal textures, DuPont™ Corian® is also translucent in certain choices, enabling an illuminating array of special effects. Once you have chosen the colour combinations that suit your scheme, you can also select from the multiple possibilities for application, from boxy basins sitting proud on the countertop to shapely bowls that are seamlessly integrated into a single unit.

Above: Residential vanity solution; photo TC Studios
Right: Residential vanity solution; photo TC Studios
The Shape of Things to Come

CORIAN® OFFERS THE WISDOM OF CHOICE, COMBINED WITH THE EXPERTISE THAT COMES WITH MANY YEARS OF SERVICE AND EXPERIENCE

The future for bathroom and kitchen design is bright, whether you choose from an extensive range of ready-made shapes for Corian® sinks and basins, or a completely bespoke creation exploring the materials’ extraordinary versatility and compatibility. Either way, these shapes can be smoothly fitted to a Corian® countertop so forming a continuous unit and leaving a velvety finish with no visible seams and nowhere for dirt to hide. Standard models are available in four solid colours, while customised designs can be made in any hue from the carefully considered and unique colour palette on offer. There is also the Mixa Sink option, which features a seamless Corian® body flowing from the worktop to meet a stainless steel base. A range of accessories, together with full use and care guidelines and a meaningful warranty for all DuPont™ Corian® products (when supplied by our highly skilled network of approved fabricators) add the finishing touch.

A helpful choice of fifteen ready-moulded sinks and four bowls are available in four colours and a variety of sizes, shapes and configurations. Left: The model 969 sink measures 381 mm x 451 mm x 175 mm with ‘square’ radius corners. A range of shapes with softer, curving corners is also available. Above: The elegantly square 965 measures 451 mm x 451 mm, while the compact 967 model has dimensions 211 mm x 401 mm x 140 mm.
STREAMLINED OR GEOMETRIC, DECORATIVE OR FUNCTIONAL, ILLUMINATED OR PATTERNED, CORIAN® KNOWS NO LIMITS WHEN IT COMES TO DESIGN

Naturally, when designers discovered the outstanding capabilities of Corian®, they were not content to let kitchens and bathrooms have all the glory. The inspiring array of creations now on offer, both custom-made and commercially available, means that the allure, translucency and inviting feel of DuPont™ Corian® can be applied to almost any piece of furniture, lighting design and home accessory that you can imagine. From ‘living’ walls to built-in desks, from tasteful trays to futuristic shelving, from chic vases to ethereal lamps and outdoor furniture, the material’s combination of sustainable strength, aesthetic adaptability and proven performance has opened up exciting new doors to design. Welcome to the world of DuPont™ Corian®... we’d be delighted to help you discover more about how Corian® can enhance your living space for the long term.

Left: Shelf X bookshelf by B&B Italia; design Naoto Fukasawa; photo B&B Italia
Above: Vertigo Round trays by B&B Italia; design Naoto Fukasawa; photo B&B Italia
Furnishing your imagination

Whether you browse from the eye-catching designer collections on offer, or decide to mould the material to your own particular needs, you will discover the boundless possibilities for living with the beauty of DuPont™ Corian®

Left: Spider cupboard and dining table by Roche Bobois; design Daniel Rode; photo Thomas Dhellemmes
Above: Home-office, Wilhelminasetraat, Amsterdam; design Hofman Dujardin Architecten; photo Matthijs van Roon
Blue-sky thinking

Robust, durable, waterproof, UV-resistant, multi-talented and easy to care for (and of course, effortlessly good-looking) it’s no surprise that DuPont™ Corian® has also made its way outdoors. A number of forward-thinking designers have applied the material to furniture collections for exterior use, as well as for bespoke solutions from hardy planters to BBQ areas and from external wall cladding to number plaques and decorative details.

Above: Zerodieci outdoor furnishing collection by TAO Esterno; design TAO Esterno; photo TAO Esterno
Right: Tandem outdoor furnishing collection by Ego Paris; design Thomas Sauvage; photo Ego Paris
Lighting the way
Atmospheric in its translucency, formable to almost any shape, strong enough to stand alone and compatible with all kinds of technology, Corian® can create lighting designs that are limited only by the imagination. Inspiring inventive minds for many years, the talent, skill and experience of those who work with the material means that DuPont™ Corian® remains entirely at your disposal... while its inherent beauty and sustainability means that its benefits can be enjoyed for many years to come.

Genotype lamps; design Tomek Rygalik; photo Filip Miller
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QUALITY NETWORK

In order to transform DuPont™ Corian® into designer creations, DuPont has developed a Quality Network of people dedicated to delivering the very best standards of installation and service. Their primary goal is to ensure that customers are highly satisfied with their DuPont™ Corian® installations. The members of the DuPont™ Corian® Quality Network are:

• Authorised DuPont™ Corian® fabricators/installers
• DuPont™ Corian® Service Centres
• Warranty Co-ordinators

All members have been trained by DuPont in the fabrication, installation, repair and maintenance of DuPont™ Corian® solid surfaces. Quality Network members are also responsible for applying and fulfilling the 10-Year Limited Installed Warranty Program.

SERVICE CENTRES

Service Centres are independent companies operating in a network under an agreement with DuPont. They install DuPont™ Corian®, handle warranty claims quickly and efficiently, and implement and execute the DuPont™ Corian® Care and Maintenance Program at pre-determined rates. Their main objective is to provide the highest possible level of customer satisfaction.

WARRANTY

DuPont offers two levels of warranty protection for DuPont™ Corian®: product and installed. The Product Warranty is standard for all DuPont™ Corian® products and ensures that they will be free of manufacturing defects for a period of 10 years after purchase. A higher level of coverage, the Limited Installed Warranty, is only available when fabrication and installation is carried out by a DuPont™ Corian® Quality Network fabricator. This Limited Installed Warranty expands the Product Warranty and also ensures that the fabrication and installation of the finished product will be free of defects. For further information, please contact your local DuPont™ Corian® office.

This information corresponds to our current knowledge on the subject. It is offered solely to provide suggestions for your own experimentation. It is not intended, however, as a substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes. This information may be subject to revision as new knowledge and experience becomes available, since we cannot anticipate all variations in the actual end-use of Corian®. Nothing in this publication is to be considered as a license under which to operate or a recommendation to infringe any patent right.
GENERAL DISCLAIMER

Colour reference values and printed colours are not necessarily indicative of actual DuPont™ Corian® colour. Each colour represented although close to reality, should be considered purely indicative due to print limitations. Colour appearance will vary based on lighting conditions and angle of view. DuPont™ Corian® cannot be held responsible if the end product has a slight aesthetical difference.

LEGAL NOTICE

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

All the decorations, solutions, systems, products, installations and designs shown in the images included in this publication are intellectual property of their respective owners. Copying the decorations, solutions, systems, products, installations and designs shown in these images will result in the violation of the intellectual property of their respective owners. Persons infringing these intellectual property rights will be held accountable in accordance with applicable legislation.

PROPERTY AND USE OF IMAGES

The images used in this publication are property of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliated companies or, alternatively, are property of companies, architects, designers, organization or other entities or individuals. No copy of images included in this publication is authorized. The unauthorized use of these images constitutes a violation of the laws on intellectual property and Copyrights, owners. Persons infringing these rights will be held accountable in accordance with applicable legislation.

INSTALLATIONS, PRODUCTS AND DESIGNS SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION

The installations, products and designs made with/in DuPont™ Corian® which are shown in the images included in this publication are either products/creations of DuPont or are products/creations of other companies, architects, designers, individuals or organizations. All these products/creations are shown with the goal of communicating to the readers of this publication the design and fabrication versatility and the wide application possibilities of DuPont™ Corian®.

DuPont does not accept any responsibility concerning the commercial availability, the properties and the performance of products/creations made by other companies, architects, designers, individuals or organizations. Individuals or organizations interested in knowing more about the products/creations of DuPont should contact DuPont; individuals or organizations interested in knowing more about the products/creations of other companies, architects, designers, individuals or organizations should contact these other parties (see photo-credits).
On the cover: “Multi-générationnelle” kitchen by Atche du Bois; photo Julien Sol